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Parametric Estimation for the Mean 
of a Gaussian Process 
by the Method of Sieves 
ANESTIS ANTONIADIS * 
University of California at Irvine 
In this paper, we apply Grenader’s method of sieves to the problem of estimation 
of the infinite dimensional mean parameter of a Gaussian random vector with 
values in a real separable Banach space. We use an increasing sequence of natural 
sieves in terms of geometric properties of the parameter space, on which we 
maximize the likelihood function. Suflicient conditions on the growth of the sieves 
are given in order that the sequence of restricted maximum likelihood estimators of 
the unknown mean is consistent when the sample size tends to infmity. Exponential 
rates of convergence in the topology of the parameter space are obtained. 
Applications to some examples are also discussed. 6 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Banach space-valued random vectors arise naturally in the analysis of 
stochastic processes whose sample paths belong to a function space. 
Statistical inference for processes with a Gaussian distribution has been 
investigated by several authors (Antoniadis [2], Beder [7], Geman and 
Hwang [ 111, Grenander [ 123) often by extending the tools of multivariate 
analysis. This paper discusses the problem of estimating the mean of a 
Gaussian random vector with values in a real separable Banach space 
when a sample of i.i.d. observations is available and the parameter lies in 
some closed subset, not necessarilly a subspace, of the topological space of 
means. 
In the finite dimensional parameters case, the maximum likelihood 
principle is widely and successfully used as a method of estimation. In the 
case of infinite dimensional parameters, it is known that the maximum 
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likelihood method often fails because, either the maximum likelihood 
solution is not attained or is not consistent. For such problems, another 
approach is described by U. Grenander in [ 123, where he suggests perfor- 
ming the maximization of the likelihood function within a constrained 
subset of the parameter set and then allowing this subset to “grow” with 
the sample size. He calls this collection of subsets, from which a sequence 
of estimators is drawn, a sieve, and the resulting estimation procedure is his 
method of sieves. A recent survey on applications of the method of sieves to 
various inference problems is given by McKeague [ 161. 
In the finite dimensional case, when one can observe an i.i.d. sample of 
Gaussian vectors in B, the sample mean is the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the mean and it is almost surely consistent. When the dimen- 
sion of B is infinite, the sample mean is no longer the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the mean, but a strong law of large numbers still holds when B 
is a real separable Banach space, and the sample mean still defines a 
sequence of strongly consistent estimators of the expectation parameter, 
with exponential rates of convergence. But consistency is, in this case, given 
in terms of the topology of B, instead of the stronger Hilbertian topology 
of the space of expectations which is the natural topology to consider in 
this case, by the way the probability distributions depend upon their expec- 
tation parameter. The main purpose of this work is to show that in such a 
situation, a sieve can be chosen simply in order that the restricted 
maximum likelihood estimators exist and are consistent in the topology of 
the parameter space. 
More precisely, let B be a real separable Banach space on whose sigma 
algebra @ of Bore1 subsets is defined a zero-mean Gaussian measure p with 
support B and covariance kernel K, on B* x B*, where B* denotes the 
topological dual of B. The reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS for 
short) H(K,) of p can be realized as a subset of B and is isometric to the 
closure of B* in L2(B, CL). If ,u@ denotes the Gaussian measure on B with 
expectation 6 and covariance kernel K,, the set of B’s for which the 
measures ,us and p are mutually absolutely continuous is the space H(K,). 
For any 8 in H(K,), the density of pLg with respect to p is given by 
defined on a set of p-measure 1, where 19 -+ 8 denotes the isometry of H(K,) 
into L2(B, p). Here and in the following, 11.1/,, denotes the norm of H(K,). 
Traditional maximum likelihood estimation consists in finding, for a 
fixed observation x, the value of 8 that maximizes f(x; 0). Such an 
optimization is impossible for Eq. (1.1) without further restrictions on 8. 
Observe first that 8(x) cannot be defined in a natural way for all 0 in 
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H(K,) simultaneously. Even in the particular case of 8 running through 
B*, we have (see [4, 61): 
sup a(X)-; ,101,; = 
[ 1 i Ilbll: if XEH(K,) 8EB’ co if not 
and (1.2) 
Q(x)= (0, x> 
Since p-almost every x does not lie in H(K,) (e.g., [ 19]), the above 
expression is infinite and the maximum likelihood method fails. The 
difficulty is due to the fact that the parameter space is too “large.” We have 
to restrict it and the method of sieves does that. A sieve, generally 
speaking, is a family of subsets { 0,; 2 > 0) of the parameter set 0. For any 
I > 0, 0,: is sufficiently restricted to make maximum likelihood solutions 
exists. On the other hand, the sets 0, are chosen to be sufftciently rich so 
that, as 1 tends toward zero and the sample size tends to infinity, 
maximum likelihood solutions converge to the value of the true parameter. 
The results of the following sections are motivated by some of the work 
of Geman and Hwang [ 111 where one can find a general theorem declar- 
ing the existence and consistency of maximum likelihood estimators. Their 
theorem is not specific to the Gaussian case and leads to a quite complicate 
recipe for computing the rates of growth of the sieve size. Most of the work 
is left to the application of rather complicated conditions to specific 
examples. Our results are simpler because we consider only Gaussian 
measures. They are stronger in the sense that they provide rates for the 
speed of convergence of the estimators to the true value of the unknown 
parameter. 
The paper is organized in order to make it understandable to the reader 
who is not quite familiar with either the theory of the method of sieves or 
the theory of Banach space valued Gaussian variables. Section 2 contains 
some preliminary material on Gaussian measures on Banach spaces and 
some notation that are used throughout this work. In Section 3, the 
solution to the estimation problem of the mean 8, when it belongs to any 
closed subset 0 of H(K,), is developed. Finally, Section 4 discusses some 
examples and Section 5 presents some concluding remarks. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Notation and Definitions 
For any Banach space B, we will denote by IIjB its norm, by U, the 
closed unit ball of B and by (., .) the pairing (B*, B) between the 
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topological dual B* of B and B. As usual, L”(Q, &‘, P) denotes the space of 
all (classes of P-equivalent) random variables on a given probability space 
(Q, d, P). Given a random function X: T-+ Lo on a set T (resp. on a 
topological space T), a subset C of T is called a set of boundedness for X 
(resp. a set of continuity for X) if there exists a modification of X with 
bounded (resp. continuous) sample functions on C (see, for example, [ 5, 8, 
or 91). 
If B is a real separable Banach space and ~1 is a mean zero probability 
measure on the a-field of Bore1 subsets of B such that jB ll~l[i I < co, 
then the bilinear functional K, defined on B* x B* by 
KJf, n)=lB (5 g>(g, x> /4dx) 
is called the covariance function of p. 
Let (P,; 8 E O} be a family of probability measures on (a, d, P) which 
are absolutely continuous with respect to P, and define f(w; 0) = 
dP,/dP(o). If 0 is a metric space with metric d, we will use the following 
notation and definitions in the same spirit as that of [ll]: 
For any extended real function g on 0 and any subset S of 0, g(S) = 
SupBES g(0). For any couple (f3,e’) in 0 x 0, the formal entropy of PO w.r.t. 
P,, is defined by 
H(8, 0’) = E,[ln f( ., ey = J In f(o, 0’) P,(d0). (2.1) R 
H(f4 0) - H(8, 0’) is the familiar Kullback-Leibler information number and 
represents, in a statistical sense, the average information per observation, 
when sampling from PO, for discrimination against PO,. 
For any problem of inference in the statistical space ($2, &, {PO; 8 E O}), 
B. will denote the true value of the parameter and P$‘) will denote the 
product measure P, x P, x . . . x P, on (Q”, dn) corresponding to an i.i.d. 
sample of size n from (Q, d, PO). A sequence { 8,, n EN} of random 
variables on (~2, d) is said to be consistent for a given metric d on 0 if 
d(8,, 0,) + 0 with P$$)- probability one, as II converges to co. Finally if 
OL is a given subset of 0, the set of maximum likelihood solutions in 01, 
given a sample of size n, will be denoted MA(o, , . . . . o,), and A JBo) = 
(OE 0,; H(8,; O)=H(B,, O,)> will be the maximum entropy set in 0,. 
2.2. Gaussian Measures on Banach Spaces 
Most of the facts which we state here are well known and can be found 
in [S] and [9 J. Another good source is [ 151. For the convenience of the 
reader we have reproduced part of them in this subsection. 
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If p is a mean zero Gaussian measure on a real separable Banach space 
B, it is known that the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H(K,,) of p can be 
realized as a measurable dense subset of B, and p appears as the c-additive 
extension of the canonical cylinder Gaussian measure on H(K,). If i 
denotes the canonical embedding of H(K,) into B, the triple (i, H(K,), B) 
is an abstract Wiener space [ 133. By duality, B* is embedded, by i*, with a 
dense image into H*(K,) and we shall identify H*(K,) and H(K,) via the 
Riesz identification. Elements of B* interpreted as functions on B belong to 
L*(B, L@‘, ,u) and their L*-norm is equal to their H*(K,)-norm; hence, the 
closure H’ of B* in L*(B, 99, p) is isomorphic to H(K,). If L denotes the 
isometry of H(K,) into H”, the Gaussian random function L: H(K,) + 
L’(B, a’, cl) is called the isonormal process on H(K,) associated to ,u. 
A subset C of H(K,) is called a GB-set (resp. a GC-set) iff C is a set of 
boundedness (resp. of continuity) for the isonormal process L on H(K,). 
The closure of a GB-set in H(K,) is a compact GB-set and Feldman [lo] 
proved that any bounded convex symmetric GC-set of H(K,,) is a GB-set 
and that the closure of such a set is also a GC-set. 
An important numerical measure of the size of a subset C of H(K,) is the 
mean width of C. It arises naturally in the study of the GB and GC proper- 
ties of a set C. More precisely, for a subset C of H(K,), the mean width of 
C is given by the number 
h(C) = (W” J- (SUP L(mY)) /44). 
B #SC 
(2.2) 
On p(H(K,))- {a}, h is positive, increasing with respect to inclusion, 
homothetically invariant, lower semicontinuous, and additive with respect 
to algebraic addition (i.e., h(K) + h(K’) = h(K+ K’)) (see [5 or 181). 
Moreover, we have: 
THEOREM 2.1 [S, IS]. Let A be a nonempty bounded set of H(K,). The 
set A is a GB-set iff h(A) < co. If A is convex and symmetric (resp. compact) 
then A is a GC-set $f for any (resp. one) increasing sequence (17n)nsN of 
finite dimensional projections of H(K,) converging strongly to the identity 
operator of H( K,), h(fl,l(A )) tends to zero. 
We end this section by recalling that if 13 is in H(K,) and pe is the 
Gaussian measure on (B, ~49) with mean 8 and covariance function K,, then 
pQ and p are equivalent and the R-N derivative of pLg with respect to p is 
given by 
$=exp {L(B)--: I[Bll~}. (2.3) 
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3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SIEVE ESTIMATION 
From now on B will be a real separable Banach space and p a mean zero 
Gaussian probability measure on $9 whose covariance function K, is 
assumed to be known. This measure accomplishes the task of a carrier 
measure for the particular statistical space that we will analyze. According 
to the notation of Section 2, we consider here the problem of estimation of 
the unknown mean 8, connected with the observation of an i.i.d. sample in 
the statistical space 
where 0 is a closed subset of the RKHS H(K,) of p. It is useful1 to call 0 
the natural parameter set. 
A sieve for the parameter set 0 is an increasing sequence (O,),, N of 
compact subsets of 0 such that (J,, N 0, is dense in 0. 
To guarantee the asymptotic consistency in the norm of H(K,) of the 
maximum likelihood sieve estimators, a natural sieve and an appropriate 
sieve size will be chosen. Moreover, this choice will allow us to prove that 
the maximum likelihood sets have only one element, thus avoiding 
problems of measurability. Since the empirical mean is a sufficient statistic 
for 8, we shall estimate the parameter BO on the basis of a single obser- 
vation x in B, if by x we mean the average of the sample; the distribution 
of this statistic is the Gaussian measure on g’, homothetic to the initial one 
and corresponds to the statistical space 
(3.1) 
where & is the image of the measure p under the map x + (l/A) x + 8. 
Let BO be a convex, symmetric, bounded, closed GC-set of H(K,) such 
that U msiv(+) Qd ’ d is ense in H(Q) for a strictly increasing sequence of 
positive numbers converging to co. From the characterization Theorem 2.1 
for GC-sets and the properties of h, it follows that 0, = (u(m) 8,)n 0 
constitutes a sieve of compact GC-sets in 8. In order to point out such a 
set Q,, we now state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1 (The sieve choice). Let U,. be the unit ball of B* and let 
(4m))m 5 1 be any strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers converging 
to 00. If 0, = (u(m) i*(U,.)) n 0, the sequence (@,),,, is a sieve of 
compact GC-sets in 8. 
Proof The set i*(U,.) is a convex, symmetric, closed, bounded set in 
H(K,). Since p is a Radon measure, it is also a GC-set (see [S] ). According 
to Feldman (see Section 2) it is therefore a compact G&et. It remains to 
remark that lJ mEN(u(m) i*(U,.)) is dense in H(K,). 1 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let L be the isonormal process on H(K,,). If 
p(O) = L(O) - fllOl[i, then for any m > 1 andfor p-almost every x in B there 
exists a unique 8,(x) in 0, such that p(d,(x))(x) = Supecem p(O)(x). 
Proof For any integer m 2 1, 8, equipped with the distance induced 
by the norm of H(K,) is a compact metric space. Moreover, since H(K,) is 
separable (see [ 151) and 0, is a GC-set, the restriction of p to 0, can be 
viewed as a random vector defined on (B, W, p) with values in C[Q,], 
where C[Q,] denotes the Banach space of real continuous functions on 
0, with the supremum norm. Hence, none of the maximum likelihood sets 
M, is empty. The lemma follows from the fact that p-almost surely, the 
images of local maxima of (p(B); 8 E 0,) are distinct. Indeed, for that it is 
sufficient to show that, for any couple of disjoint closed sets in Q,, say I 
and J: 
(3.2) 
since {x E B; two maximum have the same ordinate} E lJ,,,{x E B; 
maxBE, p(O)(x) = maxeEJ p(Q)(x)}, where the union is taken over all pairs 
of disjoint closed balls in 0, with rational radius (countable since 0, is 
separable). To prove (3.2) it is sufficient to notice that, if 0 #J then Y= 
Max@=, p(B) has an absolutely continuous distribution with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure on R (see Theorem 8.1 of [S] or the analog in [20] ) 
and that p(Max,.,p(fI) = Y/Y= y) is zero by the remark following the 
proof of Theorem 8.1 of [8]. This s&ices to prove the lemma. 
Remark 3.1. We stated Lemma 3.2 with respect to the measure p in 
order to simplify the notation. It is obvious that the same result holds for 
any measure pfl of (3.1). 
Given the size n of the random sample, our aim now is to find an 
appropriate growth size u(m) for the sieve (Q,), >, introduced above, in 
order to ensure the consistency of the sequence of the maximum likelihood 
sieve estimators. Let (e(m)), > 1 be any decreasing sequence of positive 
numbers converging to zero and let us define the subset A, of 0, by 
A,= (eEO,;H(e,;e)~H(e,;O,)-&(m)}. (3.4) 
The Kullback-Leibler information number H(8,; 0,) - H(B,, 0) is a 
measure of the error in approximating f?e by 8. The next lemma suggests as 
a “natural” metric for the estimation problem, the norm of the RKHS of 
the measure ,u. 
LEMMA 3.3. The sequence of sets A,,, defined by (3.4) is such that 
supecA, lie-e,jl,-0 asm+ +OO. 
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Proof: A,,, is a compact nonempty set of 8, by construction. Thus, we 
can chose a,,, in A,,, such that Ilam - &Jr = MaxaGA, Ila - 8011,. By 
definition (3.4) we have 
H(&; 0,) 2 H(&; a,) > H(B,; 0,) -E(m). (3.5) 
Now, a simple computation leads to 
(3.6) 
for any e in 0. Since U,, N 0, is dense in 0, there is a sequence (bm)meN 
such that b, is in 0, and H(8,; b,) + H(8,; 0,) as m tends to infinity. 
From (3.6) it follows that H(8,; O,)+ H(&,; 0,) as m-r 00 and the 
conclusion follows from expressions (3.5) and (3.6). 
We are now able to state: 
THEOREM 3.1. If u(m,) = O(n l12-&E) for some E > 0, then the maximum 
likelihood sieve estimator &I,,” of Lemma 3.2 converges almost surely to 8, in 
the metric of 0. 
Proof Let A,,,” be the set of Lemma 3.3 corresponding to E(m,) = 
(log n)-‘12. If M”,Jx) is the maximum likelihood set in O,“, by Lemma 3.2 
we know that for $-almost every x in B, M;,(X) = {&,(x)}. Let 2,” be 
the subset of B defined by 
One can see easily that 
where 8,” is such that H(B,; &I,,,.) = H(8,; 6,“)). For y = (x-&,)/u,, where 
a,, = n ~ ‘I2 we have 
m(x) - badx) = do - edy) + we,; e) - me,; em”). 
For any 8 in 8,“\A,,,n, H(e,; 0) - H(8,; 0,“) -C - E(m,). Hence, for such 8, 
m(x) - iad- G d4e - kn)b) - 4mA. (3.7) 
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Let vi,“(Y) = suPBEe,“\&” L(B - 8,Jy). The function Y,,,” belongs to the 
class Lip@, h(Q,“)) (see [14, Example 3, p. 231). Noting that 
~u”e,(ZmJ d /&,o( lx E JR ,,yA b(W) - P(@m”)(x)l a 01) 
<P({YEB; su; ;o,L(B-n,~)(Y)-E(m,)l~o)) 
8 E %n\&n 
and using Corollary 1 of [14, p. 261, we obtain 
But according to the properties of h (see Section2), h(Q,J ,< 
u(m,) h(Q,) = O(n”‘-“). H ence, &(Z,J d Kexp{ -i[n’(log .)-1’2]2). It 
follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma that ,uQ)(Z,~ i.o.) = 0 and now, by 
Lemma 3.3, we have, lim,, m 8:“(x) = 19,, j&)-almost surely. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then 
lim, + m E&j/8;, - &J~) = 0. Moreover, for every 6 > 0 there exists an 
integer N(6,0,) such that, for any n 2 N, we have 
P;,({x~ Il~~~(x)-e,ll:~~})~exP(-~,) where v, = o(n”). 
Proof. By expression (3.6), 
~,,wk~- e,ii:) = 2Ee,vw,; 0,) - fwk knu. 
NOW, E,,vw,; 0,) -we,; kn)) = we,; 0,) - fw,; emn) + EeovwO; emn) 
- H(8,; o;,)), where 8,” has been introduced in the proof of the 
Theorem 3.1. We have then 
+ 5 8gC.4; 
vw,; e,)- ff(e,; On )I 4gwx) m 
G rb:)(Ba; &J 4mJ + wig’)(kn4 An) uh), 
where c is a generic constant (by the fact that both 8kn and 0,” belong to 
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0,” = U(Q) 0,). The first result of the proposition follows now from the 





By Lemma 3.3, lim, _ o. (H(B,; 0,) - H(8,; 0,“)) = 0. Therefore there exists 
a N(8,, 6) such that, for n > N(8,, 6), 6/2 - (H(8,; 0,) - H(8,; 0,,J) > 
6’ > 0. As for the relevant part in the proof of Theorem 3.1; one still has, 
for I = 8, &,:)(Z,,) < O(exp - (8’nZZ/2)). Since 6 is arbitrary, 
Proposition 3.1 holds. 
Remark 3.2. The term H(8,; 0,) - H(8,; 0,“) can be interpreted as a 
measure of our ignorance of 8,. It represents the deterministic error when 
one uses a sieve to “approximate” the hole parameter set and has nothing 
to do with the stochastic error which has been taken care in Theorem 3.1. 
A special case of Theorem 3.1 is discussed in Geman and Hwang [ 111, 
where the growth size is u(m,)= O(n’/6-E). One can see that the speed 
given in Theorem 3.1 in a general setup is better. Another remark to be 
made is that .$m,)/(a,u(m,)) always has to be greater than (27r-“2h(@0). 
We now turn to some applications of the results of Section 3. 
4. EXAMPLES 
The examples are chosen for illustration. But first, let us briefly recall, in 
general terms, some properties about simple subsets of Hilbert spaces. 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, (#n}n, N an orthonormal basis of H, 
and let (b, } be a positive sequence of real numbers, which is square 
integrable. The subset E( { b,}, {d,,>) of H, defined by 
(4.1) 
is called a Schmidt ellipsoid of H adapted to (&}neN and {b,},, N 
(see [9]). As pointed out by S. Chevet [ 51, a Schmidt ellipsoid is a 
compact convex and symmetric GC-set of H. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Suppose that we make repeated and independent obser- 
vations in the statistical space 
{WR {PO;@+}, (4.2) 
where p is a mean zero Gaussian measure on $9 and 0 is an infinite 
dimensional subspace of the RKHS H(K,) of p for which there is a subset 
{e,+; j2 1 } of B* such that {bj= i*(e,*)} is a complete orthonormal system 
in 0. Let E({b,}, {#,,I) b e a Schmidt ellipsoid of H(Q) and set 
Qo=~({bn~~ MJ). H ence 0, is a compact convex symmetric G&et of 0 
and, according to the results of Section 3, (O,),, , , where 0, = u(m) 0, 
with u(m) an increasing sequence of positive numbers converging to 
infinity, is a sieve of compact GC-sets of 0. 
A direct application of Theorem 3.1 establishes the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. In O,, the maximum likelihood solution given n i.i.d. 
observations xl, x2, . . . . xn in the statistical space {B, &I', {pe; t9 E O} } is 
where 
@Jx’, x2, . ..) x7= c &h, 
k>l 
Zf m, + 03 in such a way that u(m,) = O(n”2-“) for some E > 0, then 
e “L, + eo pQF j-almost surely. 
Remark 4.1. A particular case of the above example is discussed in [ 111 
where consistency in the sense of our Theorem 3.1 is proven. In their 
example, 0 = H(K,) and 8, is the closed ball of radius m in H(K,,). It is 
easy to see that 8, =m’128,, where o0 is the closed unit ball of H(K,) 
which is the variance ellipsoid of p (see [ 18, p. lo]). Their approach leads 
to a more restricted rate of growth for m,, namely u(m,) = O(n”6-E). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Our aim is to maximize 
with the constraint 
(4.3) 
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By the Lagrange multiplier method we get the restricted maximum 
likelihood solution 4, = (et, X,)/( 1 + i/lb:} where 1 should be adjusted to 
satisfy Ck a 1 &b: = u(m)‘. Note that this last sum converges a.s. for any 
A> 0 and that it is a strictly decreasing function in 2, taking the value cc at 
1= 0 and tending to 0 as 1+ co. Thus, there exists as. a unique root n(m) 
such that (4.3) is satisfied. The theorem follows by a direct application of 
Theorem 3.1. 
For illustration of Theorem 4.1 consider the stochastic process 
x(t) = m(r) + w,, mE@, (4.4) 
where W is the Wiener process over [0, T] with unit variance per unit 
time, and where 0 is the subset of H, of periodic functions with smallest 
period T/q where q is a fixed integer greater than one. It is known (e.g., 
[;?I) that 
and 
In order to apply Theorem 4.1, it is sufficient to prove that Q is a closed 
subspace of H, with a CONS in B*. The subspace 8 is closed since the 
convergence in H, implies point convergence, and that any point limit of 
periodic functions of period T/q is still of period T/q. A basis for 8 is 
obtained by the system 
s= bZkq, k>OP2kq-l,k>l}, 
where u,(t) = 4 ~4~,Jt) = fb cos((2nk/T) s) ds and u2k-,(t) = 
s& sin((2ak/T) s) ds for k > 1. It is also easy to see that S is a subset of 
i*(B*), where B= C,([O, T]). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let us consider again the statistical space corresponding 
to the model (4.4) with T= 1 and 8 = Lip a, where 
Lipa= {feC([O, l]);f(O)=Oand w,(6)=0(6”)} 
with w,(6) = suplXPYl <6 If(x) -f(y)1 and a > $. 
Let O. be the subset of 8 of functions f with w,(S)= 6”. For any 
increasing sequence of positive real numbers (u(m)),, r, it is not hard to 
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see that 0, = u(m) 0, is closed, and that the union of the increasing 
sequence (Q,),, 1 is dense in 0. Hence, in order to apply Theorem 3.1, it 
is sufficient to check that O0 is a compact GC-set of H,. In this regard, let 
@,),>o be the orthonormal Haar system of L2( [O, 11, dt) (see [ 11) and let 
(HJ,,o be the corresponding Schauder basis of C( [0, 1 I), that is, 
H,(x) = I’ h,(u) du. 
0 
Quite obviously (HP), ao is a CONS of H,. For any f in H, let 
(5,(f Np20 be the components off on (HP),,,. We then have 
f~oo~Irp(S)I~2/Pa-1’2, 5o(f)=Q 
Indeed, we have for any f in C,( [0, 11) (see [ 1 ] ) 
<o(f) =f(l) 
and 
forp=2”+k, r,(f)=2”‘2 [2j([k+;]2-“)-f([k+ 112-q. (4.5) 
Now, since a > l,J( 1) = 0 for any fin 0,. Moreover, for any 2” < p < 2”+ ‘, 
by (4.5) we have 
I(,(f)l <2.2”‘2+A2-(“+‘9. (4.6) 
Setting 6 = 2-‘“+ ‘) in (4.6) we obtain 
(4.7) 
sincep<2”+‘. From (4.7) it follows that 
Q,G~,= f~Hw; 15,(f)l<+, pa 1, W-)=0 
But 3, is a compact subset of Hw such that h(3,) = 4 J$,, 1 l/p”- ‘I2 c co 
since a > 5 (see Corollary VIII.2.1 of [S]). Thence, o. is a GB-set and that 
implies that it is a compact GC-set according to Corollary VIII.6.2 of [S]. 
By Theorem 3.1, the above sieve makes ML estimation consistent, but in 
this case one should find an awkward procedure for computing the 
maximum likelihood solution. 
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5. GENERAL COMMENTS 
We have constructed a point estimator of the mean of a Gaussian 
process of known covariance by the method of sieves. The estimator is 
strongly consistent in the norm of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of 
the process, but we assume that the covariance is known. When there is a 
partial information about the covariance operator of the Gaussian process, 
the method of sieves has been applied recently, by the author and J. Beder 
(see [3]), for a simultaneous estimation of the mean and the covariance, 
while, when no prior information on the covariance is available, the 
empirical covariance operator estimates it consistently. 
We have used the facts that the MLE for the mean from n i.i.d. samples 
is the same as the MLE from one sample from the sufficient statistic for the 
mean, and the relation between the norm of the parameter space and the 
Kullback-Leibler information. These facts are common to infinite dimen- 
sional exponential statistical spaces introduced in [ 171 by J. L. Soler and it 
may be hoped that the previous results can be generalized to such families. 
Since this paper was first written, maximum likelihood estimation of the 
mean of a Gaussian process with known covariance by the method of 
sieves has been also considered by Beder [7], but his method deals only 
with maximizing the likelihood over subspaces. In this work, we are 
dealing with general subsets of the RKHS, but we have paid a price for our 
generality, namely, the maximization procedure is sometimes awkward as 
pointed out by Example 4.2. 
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